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A. ATTErlOAilCE A»i) ORGAMIZ/iTIOi! OF VIORK

1. The meeting was organized by the United Nations Environmental Programme and

the United Kations Economic Commission for Africa. Its main -uroose was to consider

1Ssues concerning the adopting of alternative patterns of development and life-styles

in Africa which would take account of the importance of environmental aspects of

developcient and, which would also enable African States to r.ursue patterns of

development and economic growth compatible with the goal for increasinn self-reliance

and self^sustainment in development processes and enable African countries to eliminate
mass poverty and unemployment.

2. The meeting was attended by experts invited to attend in their individual

capacity, consultants and staff members of u:!EP, ECA and other United Nations bodies

.For the full list of participants, see Annex I to the present report. i,r. J.F.Kweyemamu
was elected Chairman.

Opening.statements

3. In his opening statement of welcome on behalf of the Executive Secretary

of Economic Commission for Africa, the Chief of the Policy and Prooranrce Co-ordination
Off1Ce of ECA stated that the object of the Cxnert Croup meeting was two-fold:

"(a) to define the principal issues for discussion at the main Seminar so

79-6?7 3S t0 GnSUre that the discussions vere well organized and focused;
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(b) To propose guidelines for future development policy and planning in

countries of tise region which could be further considered and adopted

by the Seminar and whic;i could represent a contribution tc:

(i) the forthcoming ECA Conference of Ministers in Rabat; and

(ii) the inter-agency and inter-oovernmentai preparatory work

concerning the formulation of the new international development

strategy, and in particular the strategy for the Third United

Nations Development Lacade.

4. The ECA representative pointed out that the expert meeting and the Seminar

should bear in mind the overall perspective within which ECA viewed the present

deliberations. The development policies and objectives considerec by consensus to be

critically important at the-regional fora of OAU and ECA, were:

(a) self-reliant development and economic growth;

(b) self-sustaining development and economic growth.

Those objectives also included considerations of (a) improving participation in

benefits of development and (b) protecting and improving the environment.

5. The main concerns at present behind the pursuit of those objectives were:

(a) eliminating mass poverty; and

(b) eliminating mass unemployment.

6. In Africa9 political independence had not been sufficient to bring in its

wake economic independences as -/ell as endogenously based and determined development.

Inappropriate "models" from the West were uncritically followed with unsatisfactory-

results. Following imitative patterns of development from abroad - which had already

created serious social and environmental problems in developed countries - made it

increasingly difficult and costly to turn away from then later in order to realize

the true aims of socio-economic development derived from the yery specific socio-

economic-cultural contexts of African societies. Hence it was important that countries

consciously and carefully determined exactly where they wanted to go in terms of

development and economic growth and how trey wanted to «et there. Already

there had been some discussion of concrete, more desirable alternatives in respect

of some social and economic sectors, e.g. medicine and health, housing (including

building and construction)., education; the software of communications, community
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organization, including urbanization and rural-urban balances, agricultural production,

industrial production and technologys and the expert meeting as well as the Seminar

might find it useful to address themselves to those issues.

7. The representative of UNEP, in his opening statement, described the

historical background of the Seminar. He stated that UNEP had been promoting the notion

that environment was an integral part of the development process and that environmental

considerations had to be taken into account in development planning and activities.

It was not enough to ameliorate adverse environmental effects of given development poiicu

it was also necessary to prevent environmental degradation and to improve environment

through proper planning. That, in general9 required integrated, systematic, trans-

sectoral and long-term approaches to planning since environment itself permeated and

transcended various sectors of human activity. The Regional Seminar should show that

environmental considerations, when they were not properly taken into account and integrate

into development planning could negatively affect and often frustrate the very aims
of development.

8. Over the past few years9 there had been increasing awareness in Africa and

elsewhere of the need to determine alternative approaches to developmnet which would

for example help to satisfy basic needs, eliminate poverty., promote self-reliance and

sustainable development. The search for alternatives that were environmentally sound was

an integral part of that larger effort. Indeed, many of the key environmental problems

could not be resolved especially in the longer term without removing their underlying

socio-economic and institutional causes. That was an issue which figured centrally

in the agenda of UNEP and lay behind its effort, in co-operation with the regional

commission's, to address the problems involved through a series of seminars on

alternative patterns of development and life-styles. Tha UNEP/ECA seminar was the

first one to be held; and various regional seminars as well as an inter-regional seminar

were expected to make a significant contribution to development thinking and practice

and to the preparatory work for the formulation of a new International Development

Strategy. UNEP felt that the seminar should result in:

(a) a commitment on the pert of the countries of the region to alternative

development patterns that were environmentally sound as well as consistent

with tha development objectives as perceived in Africa;

(b) broad guidelines or recommendations for development policy and planning

at national level in African
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(c) the encouragement of economic and technical co-operation among

countries of the region; and with other developing ;!.;;";

(d) contributions to the preparatory work concerning the new International

Development Strategy; and

(e) facilitating the conduct of the other planned regional seminars.

9. In raspect of specific issues for consideration at the expert meeting and

the seminar, UNEP considered the following particularly pcv-inent: use of natural

resources, the system of production and distribution of food and agricultural productsa

patterns of consumption and production, processes of industrialization, how policies

of developed countries affected environment and development in African countries, issues

concerning development planning in respect of human settlements, transport, health care

and energy. However, that list was primarily illustrative, not exhaustive and it was*

also important not to lose sight of the overall systematic trens-sectoral approaches to

thinking and decision-making, even while t^.v'jssing issues of development planning

specifically in respect of individual sectors.

B. SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS

10. In discussing the subject of the seminar on altcr.'adve patterns of

development and life styles for the African region, the Expert Group took >;: it?

point of departure the various declarations and statements of African heads of btdto hr/i

Governments and other leaders both in the r;~e"iTj: r? J.:.c Organization of African

Unity (OAU) and in those of various United Nations fora, inciisd-ng the United Natior.?

Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) and the Unitsd Nations Eniiv.'on.r,ent Proora^e (Ui^P)

reflecting their desire and determination to pursue sulf-rV;ia;it, self-s-.itaininc;

and environmentally-sound development in tha Afncan region. The ':-oup was

convinced that the objectives of alternative patterns of development and life styles

were inextricably linked to the elements cf self-reliant, solf-sustair.ing and environ

mentally sound development, and the establishment of the new International

Economic Order.

11. Moreover, in view of the fact that the issues tleslth with in some of the

papers prepared for the seminar were common and overlapped the Group decided to o^ganiz

its discussions around the basic issues involved in alternative patterns of development
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and life-stales. Accordinglys thj discussion eonterec around tne following

themes:

(n) Factors which had trade it. necessary to consider the subject of

alternative patterns of doveloprent and life-styl^:

(b) Characteristic features of African economies and societies which

hed an important bearing or. pa.tvern? of development a;.d IKe styles;

(c) 5"ore constraints en altering pattern-;, of development end life

styles; and

(d) :;:ojor considerations in pursuit of alternative- patterns of development

and "life styles.

(a) Factors which nad made it necessary to consider the subject of alternative

patterns of development and life stylos

1. Doubts about the desirability and feasibility of replicating alien develop

men.t patterns and lifestyles, especially in the light of disillusionment

with development experience, continuing dependence, persistence of mass

unemployment; poverty and inequality in distribution of income^ etc.;

2< The negative effects of existing life-styles and patterns of economic

growth in advanced industrial economies, viz. environmental degradation;

natural resource depletion; technologically created unemployment; alienatn-

ion onthological urbanization and the adverse impact on family and

community life;

3. Increasing doubts about the sustainability over the long run of chose

patterns of growth and life styles in the light of their increasing

soci.il costsj

^-. Somo existing experiences of introducing r ] terncti vo patterns of

'Jevelopment in different parts of the worlds such as5 for example,

in the Socialist countries of Eastern Europe, China an-J Yugoslavia,

and some spontaneous experiments in al ;;ernat1ve life styles s for example,

in Eastern Europe.
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(b) Characteristic features of African economies and societies which had
an important bearing on patterns of development znd life styles

1.. tiMnly as <\ result of history end p-'st patterns of development, the

African region vns characterized by the following problematic socio-economic

features:

- r- leroe- number cf small-sized anc' weak economies:

- tren.'s in population growth, structure a;u! distribution;

- mass unemployment;

- "jncqu:-. 1 i'ty i;; income -distribution;

-■ low levels v.n-d unsatisfactory patterns of industrialization;

- viujsproe-d peverty;

- external dependence (consumption patterns, production patterns,

production factors, trade orientation, »:;eve"iwjjnent of enclaves, dysfunctional

relations);

.-.the division of the domestic market into low-income and high-income markets,

the latter organically linked with developed country markets (exhibiting such

traits as excessive product differentiation, rapid product succession effects

through advertisement; technological fragmentations creation of pseudo-

wants).

2. The above-mentioned features v/ers closely interrelated with the specific

characteristics of the environment of the region. Some important

problems were on the following.

- desertification;

- soil degradation ana erosion;

- water-borne and environment-related diseases;

- natural disasters, such as droughts,

- pests;

-wasteful exploitation of natural resources:

- fragility of tropical environments1

-deteriorating quality of the environment in human settlements.

3. The features referred to ?:oo\te did not provide favourable conditions

conducive to realizing the development aspirations of the African people;

consequently it was necessary to evolve alternative patterns of

development and lifestyles. That was consistent with the

agreement of African Governments to pursue self-reliant., self-sustaining

and environmentally sound development. In that connexion, it should be

noted that the African region possessed several advantages, favourable-
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to fie 3tt:..i:^ir:cnt of the a^ree-! ^o-\l^ a? development, ihcy includod:

- largo untapped natural resources, including minerals; energy, w^tor?

crr.h\z zj)6 fertile lane!-, marine resources;

-- a number of options to pursue alteratives in ibe uses of the

environment, exploitation of ;icvtur;\"! resources, land use planning,

i^clu-^irsr industrialization nno ur'^/tizetion, technology choice, et-:.

- favourable land-man re.tio for agriculture and other development;

- tx- c-rjwin? cspiracions of the Africar. people- to maintain th;: African

(c) Other constraints on altering the existing patterns of development and

life styles in Africa

1. The historical process of unequal and dependent integration of Africa in*"

the international economic system, ci:;d into the associated tiom'nant

patterns of development and life-styles.

2. The resistance of the beneficiaries of the existing patterns of

development, who at present exercised political, social and economic

power.

3. Th.; aspiration of the poor to achieve the life styles imitative of the

beneficiaries of the existing patterns of development.

4. The diffusion of consumer society values and exogenous development models

through mass media; activities of transnational corporations,

demonstration effects, etc.

5. The absence of institutional mechanisr;is and structures; including

participation, necessary for generating and implementing alternative

par/terns of development,

5. Lack of knowledge cf viable alternatives and of the full depreciation of

issues it stakes especially those with longer-term implications.
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Major considerations in the pursuit of alternative- patterns of development
and life styles

1. If the African countries wish-o f. pursue the development path they

had chosen for themselves, that would require a full appreciation of

the prcblcns involved and a significant toiree- of dtermination at the

the poliiicti level. They would hav: .;c examine critically their own

development experience in tbz -ast two decades. There verc a nunt^r cf

major considerations and/or avenues for action that need to be taken into

account. Tti- fallowing c/iCeMist illustrated sot^c ov tnem:

(a) Tas- economic crowth was a necessary condition for self-sustained

and self-reliant development, and for increase- of living standards.

The composition of GNP ?r:u its iistrifcution are key variables in

t!-fis process. Industrialization and the development of the

infrastructure, together with the agricultural development,

represented ihQ three pillars cf economic development, which

should be pursue-' in an intcoratod manner;

"(b) The attainment of the above would depend crucially on the policies

African countries adopted towards education and work relations!

Pursuit of education along the new lines, corresponding to the needs

cf ■;^velopr-ents creation cf trainad cadrc-s, encouragement of

creativity motivation and nation."! identity, and full participation

of people in decision-mekinr;

(c)" Development and strengthening of appropriate technological base

and mounting of systematic R and D on new energy sources, particularly

solar energyj exploration znd uses of natural resources, etc.,

offered remarkable opportunities for innovation &r)6 developing cf

naw solutions corresponding to the needs of endogenous and self-

reliant developmnet in Africa,

(d) Developing of appropriate institutions and methodologies for the

formulation and implementation of plans, -including systems and

integrated approaches to ouch questions as uses of natural resources

snatial ano land use planning human settlements and transportation.
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(c) Evolving of corresponding policies to influence production and

consumption patterns including frugality in the use of

natural and financial resources.

(f) Promotion of productive employment and the growth of

indigenous entrepreneurship;

(g) Economic and technical co-operation and integration among African

countries was essential to overcome the limitation of small market

to establish stronger economic, financial and technological links,

to tackle common problems such as desertification or river

basin exploitation, to strengthen their bargaining position

vis-a-vis the developed countries and to reduce dependency, to

pool resources in joint P. an6 D efforts, etc.,

(h) The international context had to be fully taken into account, to

steer away from the negative effects it might have, to mitigate

those that could not be avoideds and to change within the

framework of the New International Order many of the structural

and systematic constraints that hampered the adoption of alternati

patterns of development and life styles. Africa must have a

strategy how to deal with thesa prob1emss collectively as a contir

and individually as nations;

(i) Setting in place the instruments for screening outside influence'

for assessing the value and impacts cf imported technologies,

production processes and consumption patterns.
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LISTE DES PARTICIPANTS

Experts

Mr. All Abusinn, Assistant to the President of the Arab Bank for Economic
Development in Africa (BADEA), Khartoum, the Sudan.

Mr. J. Bugnicourt, Head of E?!DA9 Dakar, Senegal.

Mr. LGopold Mureithis Senior Lecturer, Kenya.

Professor Josef Pajcstka, Poland.

Professor Justinian F.'Rwc;yemamu9 Brandt Commission, Geneva.

Mr. Michel Schiray, Attache" de recherche, CNRS, France.

Mr. Shih Ying9 Adviser, China.

Professor Vidosav V. Trickovic, Feculty of Economics, Belgrade University, Yuguslavia

Economic Commission for Africa

Mr. G.E.A.Lardnsr, Chief, Policy and Programme Co-ordination Office.

Mr. J.O. Aiyegbusi, Policy and Programs Co-ordinaf.ion Office.

Or. N.M.A. Cole, Chief, Environment Unix:.

Mr. Aziz El-Din El Tigi, Policy and Programme Co-ordination Office

Economic Commission for Europe

Mrs. Siri Kalnins, Senior Economic Affairs Officer

Economic Commission for Latin America

Mr. Osvaldo Sunkels Co-ordinator, Environment and Developnent Project.

Economic Commission for Western Asia

Mr. Antoino Hadad, Assistant Economic Affairs Officer

United Nations Development Programme

Mr. Otto Essien, UNDP Liaison Officer with ECA and OAU
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United Nations Environment Programme

Mr. P. Bifani, Senior Programme Officer

Mr. B. Gosovics Programme Officer

Ptr. I). Dabholdara Programme Officer

Dr. Y. Kyesimira, Programme Officer

Mr. D. do Silva, Information Officer

United Nations Institute for Training and Research

Professor Ervin Laszlo, Special Fellow, New International Economic Order Project




